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In 2010, the Army created Cultural Support Teams, a secret pilot program to insert women

alongside Special Operations soldiers battling in Afghanistan. The Army reasoned that women

could play a unique role on Special Ops teams: accompanying their male colleagues on raids and,

while those soldiers were searching for insurgents, questioning the mothers, sisters, daughters and

wives living at the compound. Their presence had a calming effect on enemy households, but more

importantly, the CSTs were able to search adult women for weapons and gather crucial intelligence.

They could build relationshipsâ€”woman to womanâ€”in ways that male soldiers in an Islamic country

never could.In Ashley&#39;s War, Gayle Tzemach Lemmon uses on-the-ground reporting and a

finely tuned understanding of the complexities of war to tell the story of CST-2, a unit of women

hand-picked from the Army to serve in this highly specialized and challenging role. The pioneers of

CST-2 proved for the first time, at least to some grizzled Special Operations soldiers, that women

might be physically and mentally tough enough to become one of them.The price of this

professional acceptance came in personal loss and social isolation: the only people who really

understand the women of CST-2 are each other. At the center of this story is a friendship cemented

by "Glee," video games, and the shared perils and seductive powers of up-close combat. At the

heart of the team is the tale of a beloved and effective soldier, Ashley White.Much as she did in her

bestselling The Dressmaker of Khair Khana, Lemmon transports readers to a world they previously

had no idea existed: a community of women called to fulfill the military&#39;s mission to "win hearts

and minds" and bound together by danger, valor, and determination. Ashley&#39;s War is a

gripping combat narrative and a moving story of friendshipâ€”a book that will change the way

readers think about war and the meaning of service.
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Ashley's War: The Untold Story of a Team of Women Soldiers on the Special Ops Battlefield by

Gayle Tzemach Lemmon has all the drama and rising tension of a thriller. Even though this amazing

story is told with the dispassionate voice of a narrator who never resorts to verbal histrionics to

portray the drama, make no mistake: this book about the first "Team of Women Soldiers on the

Special Ops Battlefield" is compelling in every way.Special Ops Needed Special

AssistanceEveryone has heard of SEAL Team Six, Delta Force, Army Ranger Snipers, and the

other elite special operations units serving our country. If you're into military memoirs, you probably

know about JSOC (Joint Special Operations Command) who coordinates special op forces, along

with all the other acronyms regarding the world of the modern warrior. The modern male warrior.

Special ops and combat troops have always been the purview of men. Afghanistan changed that.

Suddenly, our country was in a war where they couldn't stop, search, or speak to the women of

Afghanistan. Even when soldiers thought they were being sensitive to the Muslim religious tenets,

they often unwittingly committed offenses.To some stationed in Afghanistan, it became readily

apparent that women could gain access to places and people forbidden to men. Thus the idea of

Cultural Support Teams, staffed by women, was born. Women of the CST could build relationships

and gain information from women in ways men simply could not.Ashley's War is the story of the

women of CST-2 who went through selection aka Hell Week in hopes of obtaining a place in the

special ops community and be posted with a special ops team in Afghanistan.
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